
pineapple frisbee beach sailboat fireworks

flip flops seashell popsicle fish firefly

corn on the cob lemonade beach ball watermelon

bathing suit sandcastle beach chair suitcases crab

sunscreen ice cream sun hat bucket starfish

SUMMER BINGOSUMMER BINGO
Listen to the clues to find a summer word.  Then, use a dot marker
or bingo chip to mark each word as it is called out.  If you get five
in a row, you win!

FREEFREE
SPACESPACE



sunscreen sandcastle pineapple popsicle crab

bathing suit lemonade ice cream fish flip flops

pool sun hat frisbee starfish

beach ball sailboat bucket suitcases firefly

beach corn on the cob sun sunglasses palm tree

FREEFREE
SPACESPACE

SUMMER BINGOSUMMER BINGO
Listen to the clues to find a summer word.  Then, use a dot marker
or bingo chip to mark each word as it is called out.  If you get five
in a row, you win!



shorts ice cream sea turtle watermelon pool

firefly pineapple palm tree beach ball sun

bucket starfish beach sunglasses

suitcases sun hat octopus sailboat frisbee

lemonade fireworks seashell corn on the cob fish

SUMMER BINGOSUMMER BINGO
Listen to the clues to find a summer word.  Then, use a dot marker
or bingo chip to mark each word as it is called out.  If you get five
in a row, you win!

FREEFREE
SPACESPACE



sun hat octopus surfboard corn on the cob sailboat

sea turtle bucket starfish palm tree frisbee

shorts sunscreen seashell beach ball

beach chair fireworks sunglasses flip flops popsicle

sandcastle pool beach suitcases firefly

SUMMER BINGOSUMMER BINGO
Listen to the clues to find a summer word.  Then, use a dot marker
or bingo chip to mark each word as it is called out.  If you get five
in a row, you win!

FREEFREE
SPACESPACE



fireworks corn on the cob seashell bucket watermelon

palm tree beach chair pool fish sun hat

starfish sun beach crab

ice cream bathing suit octopus sailboat surfboard

popsicle pineapple sandcastle sea turtle shorts

FREEFREE
SPACESPACE

SUMMER BINGOSUMMER BINGO
Listen to the clues to find a summer word.  Then, use a dot marker
or bingo chip to mark each word as it is called out.  If you get five
in a row, you win!



beach chair crab sun hat beach octopus

lemonade surfboard watermelon sea turtle sun

firefly shorts bucket palm tree

sunscreen pool sunglasses corn on the cob starfish

sandcastle fireworks seashell flip flops popsicle

SUMMER BINGOSUMMER BINGO
Listen to the clues to find a summer word.  Then, use a dot marker
or bingo chip to mark each word as it is called out.  If you get five
in a row, you win!

FREEFREE
SPACESPACE



sun fireworks bathing suit lemonade sailboat

beach chair sunscreen palm tree crab fish

surfboard octopus sandcastle beach ball

flip flops pineapple popsicle beach seashell

shorts watermelon starfish frisbee bucket

SUMMER BINGOSUMMER BINGO
Listen to the clues to find a summer word.  Then, use a dot marker
or bingo chip to mark each word as it is called out.  If you get five
in a row, you win!

FREEFREE
SPACESPACE



surfboard fireworks sandcastle flip flops shorts

seashell pineapple watermelon beach chair popsicle

crab pool bathing suit frisbee

palm tree ice cream lemonade sea turtle octopus

beach sunscreen fish sunglasses sun

SUMMER BINGOSUMMER BINGO
Listen to the clues to find a summer word.  Then, use a dot marker
or bingo chip to mark each word as it is called out.  If you get five
in a row, you win!

FREEFREE
SPACESPACE



Directions:  Cut out the pictures below to use as calling cards.  
SUMMER BINGOSUMMER BINGO

I am a place where
sand meets the
water.  You can

build sandcastles
and swim here.

I am the beach

My dark lenses
protect your eyes

from the bright sun.  
I come in many

styles and colors. 

I am sunglasses

I am a sweet and
tart drink made with

lemons, sugar and
water.  Drink me on
a hot summer day.

 I am lemonade

You can build me in
the sand when

you're at the beach.
Don't forget your

bucket and shovel.

I am a sandcastle

I am a type of fruit
that is green on the
outside and red on
the inside.  I am a
refreshing snack!

I am a watermelon

I am a large
container filled with
water.  Have some
fun by jumping into

me!

I am a pool

I am a frozen treat
made of milk, sugar,

and flavors, like
chocolate and

vanilla.

I am ice cream

I am a bright, hot
star in the sky that
gives you warmth

and light during the
daytime.

I am the sun



I come in a pair and
I am perfect for the
beach or pool.  Your

toes can be free
when you wear me.

I am flip flops

I am a frozen treat
on a stick. I am

made of flavored
ice, which is perfect

for a hot day.

I am a popsicle

Put me on your skin
to protect you from
the sun's ray.  If you
don't use me, you

might get a sunburn.

 I am sunscreen

You can throw me to
a friend and catch
me! I am shaped

like a disc and can
be used for fun.

I am a frisbee

I am the hard outer
layer for a small
creature in the

ocean.  Dig around
the sand to find me.

I am a seashell

You can find me in
the ocean. I need
wind and sails to

propel me through
the water.

I am a sailboat

When I explode in
the sky, you'll see

flashes of light and
color.  You can see
me on the July 4th.

I am fireworks

I am a chair that
you can fold up and
use at the beach. Sit
on me to dry off or

cool down.

I am a beach chair

Directions:  Cut out the pictures below to use as calling cards.  
SUMMER BINGOSUMMER BINGO



Directions:  Cut out the pictures below to use as calling cards.  
SUMMER BINGOSUMMER BINGO

I am a vegetable
that can be grilled.
You can eat me at
barbeques or other

outdoor events.

I am corn on the cob

I am a large,
inflatable ball that

is perfect for
playing games at

the beach.

I am a beach ball

I am a long, narrow
plank you can stand
on.  You can use me
to ride the waves at

the beach!

 I am a surfboard

I am a winged
insect that can
produce light.

Watch me light up
the night sky!

I am a firefly

I am an ocean
animal that looks
like a star. I have

five arms that I use
to move around.  

I am a starfish

You can use me at
the beach to build a

sandcastle.  Don't
forget to bring a

shovel, too.

I am a bucket

Pack me up and go
on a trip to a new
or favorite place.
Have fun on your

adventure!

We are suitcases

I protect your head
and face from the

sun.  I also keep you
cool on hot summer

days.

I am a sun hat



SUMMER BINGOSUMMER BINGO
I am a spiky fruit

that you can cut up.
Eat the juicy yellow
flesh inside me - it's

delicious!

I am a pineapple

I live in the water
and breathe

through gills. The
scales on my body
help protect me.

I am fish

I am an ocean
animal with 8 long

tentacles. Don't get
too close to me, or

I'll squirt ink!

 I am an octopus

My hard shell
protects my body. I

have two large
claws to defend

myself.

I am a crab

I am a tall tree with
a skinny trunk and
large leaves that

look like an
umbrella.

I am a palm tree

I am a large reptile
that comes to shore
to lay eggs. I have a
a hard shell on my

back to protect me.

I am a sea turtle

I am a type of
clothing you wear to
go swimming. I am
made of a special

material.

I am a bathing suit

I am a type of
clothing you can

wear in the summer.
I only cover a part

of your legs.

I am shorts

Directions:  Cut out the pictures below to use as calling cards.  


